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Membership Matters
Rob Mills has joined as an Associate Member. Having worked for Air UK and KLM in Norwich, and having always
been interested in, and been involved with, RAF Horsham St Faith/Norwich Airport, Rob has been instrumental
in saving a painted Tier’s Head in the old 74 Squadron hangar, now KLM uk workshops, and the lintel of the 74
Squadron crew room, now in our display at the City of Norwich Aviation Museum. His particular interest is 74’s
history and the squadron’s aircraft – especially Meteors. Rob’s address is 37 Heartsease Lane Norwich NR7
9NP, Tel No 01603 431331.His e-mail address is turbine3@btopenworld.com.

Farewells
We are sad to record that Fred Taylor, a Tiger from December 1954 – September 1955, the classic Meteor
era at Horsham St Faith, died on 5th August aged 83. With the rank of corporal, Fred was NCO i/c the Signals
Section.

It is with sadness too that we have
to tell you that Pat Thurlow passed
away on Tuesday, 3rd July. He was
89.
Those of you who attend reunions
regularly know that Pat was an ever
present, latterly thanks to his two
daughters Bea and Judy who
accompanied him. Pat was a true
Tiger and a real gentleman. He had a
long and distinguished RAF career
from 1947 until 1984 (he retired as
a Warrant Officer) but on 74 he was
a Chief Technician between 1960 and
1967. During that time he was
instrumental along with the rest of
the squadron in introducing the
Lightning into RAF operational
service. The early days of the Lightning were beset by a catalogue of engineering problems and Pat was at the
forefront of solving those problems and of course managing and motivating the engineering ground crew for
whom he was responsible. Pat’s contribution to keeping the Lightnings flying was rewarded by the award of the
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British Empire Medal, announced in the New Year’s Honours List of 1963, which in his modest way he insisted
was an award for the squadron as a whole for its dedication and hard work since the first aircraft arrived.
Pat’s funeral was at the Bedford Crematorium on 27 th July. Our thoughts are very much with Bea and Judy and
their families.

From the Lightning Preservation Group.
This twilight run will be dedicated to the memory of Pat Thurlow.

Also…….
The next Corgi Lightning in the 1:48 large
scale is 74 Squadron's F.6 XS927/N. The
aircraft was Dave Carden's when he was a
junior pilot at Leuchars in February 1967
until August 1969 at Tengah. The LPG are
selling the model on their website together
with a certificate detailing XS927's
history together with Dave Carden's RAF
service record – and Dave will sign each
copy. Plus an A3 photomontage showing 74
Squadron Lightning F6s at Leuchars and
Tengah.
The link to the LPG’s website is: lightnings.org.uk/shop/models/die-cast/corgi-148-scale-lightning-f6xs927-n
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Flight Lieutenant John Bennett
Associate member Howard Leigh has reminded me of an article by Vintage Wings of Canada about former Tiger
John Bennett, using photographs that John had shared with them. John died on February 2011. If you are
interested in seeing this fascinating article go to our website and Tiger News 56 of February 2012 where the
article was reproduced following John’s death.

John Bennett with a flying boot full of maps, poses with four friends (L-R John Bennett, Geoff Lambert, Allan
Griffin, Hugh Murland, Laurie Turner), prior to a sortie in his Spitfire. The Spit can be seen with a 250 pound
bomb under each wing and a 500 pound bomb on the centreline. 74 Squadron operated many close support and
interdiction missions in this configuration but also used rockets although they were never sure whether the
rockets would track on target or simply just blow up on the rails!

Warrant Officer Ernie Mayne
With thanks to Craig Brandon for the text and Brian Gates for the photographs of Ernie taken from the film
The Lion Has Wings.
The first problem in describing the life and times of Ernie Mayne is
that of knowing where to start - for the history of his RAF career is
the history of the RAF itself! In many ways Ernie was the cornerstone
of 74 Squadron from its reforming in 1935 to the time he was
transferred five years later in September 1940. To Ernie must go much
of the credit for creating the superb fighting team which performed
such valiant service when it was put to the test.
H M Stephen wrote of him: ‘Ernie Mayne was a Warrant Officer of the
old school of the Royal Air Force. He was one of the few Warrant
Officers flying in Fighter Command at the outbreak of the war and was
a wonderful example to the young pilots. In comparison with the new
pilots he was one of the most experienced having over 2,000 hours in
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the air to his credit by May 1940. His flying experience extended to the Middle East and the North West
Frontier of India and he was easily the most experienced night flyer on the squadron at that particular time. If
ever there was a difficult or dirty job to do, Ernie Mayne got it.’ John Freeborn described him as ‘an
irreplaceable asset and an inspiration to the youngsters. Unfailingly helpful, popular, full of fun and enjoying life
to the full, he was treated unjustly by those who decided such things in that he was never decorated or
rewarded for his considerable efforts as a Tiger! His later promotions and AFC award were after his time with
74.’
John also gave the credit for his own considerable flying skills to Ernie’s advice. ‘Get into the air – and practice,
practice, practice. The pilot controls the aircraft – not the aircraft the pilot. Fly until its second nature to you.’
Ernie Mayne was born in Heaton, Newcastle, on 2nd January 1901. The words `born to fly` are how his sister
Elizabeth described her brother who was `never still` and was always busy and speed mad, being the proud
owner of more than one motorbike. Young Ernie was brought up as a Methodist and on leaving school at the age
of fourteen he followed the family tradition of engineering when he began an apprenticeship as a fitter and
turner at the famous engineering works of Donkin’s. In 1914 the newly formed Royal Flying Corps needed men
with brains and particularly brains coupled with engineering knowledge. Ernie, with his energy and engineering
skills, was ideally suited to the new force and as soon as he was old enough he enlisted. On 28th May 1917, still
only sixteen and a half years old, he bade farewell to Donkin’s and to his father and set off for his initial
training. He initially signed on for eight years but finally served his country for twenty-eight as a regular. At
the end of this time he was still not done with the RAF and served in the Reserves for several more years.
When the RFC and the RNAS amalgamated on 1st April 1918 to form the Royal Air Force, Ernie entered the
new service although jealously holding on to his RFC cap badge which he proudly continued to wear until the
Battle of Britain. Within a few days of the 1st April and by now an AC2 rather than just an enlisted boy, he was
en route for Lincolnshire and the RAF College at Cranwell. He was at Cranwell when the war ended in November
1918 and passed out in February 1919, having achieved a mark of 80%. On 15th March 1919 his first operational
posting took him to the Orkney Islands and a small airfield named Smoogroo. Despite its size the aerodrome
was of great importance as it stood on the shore of Scapa Flow, the Royal Navy’s northern anchorage. He spent
time on HMS Furious, the first aircraft carrier, in October and November 1919 and his record shows that he
was on `overseas service` during his time aboard. After the war, Lord Trenchard had established the Aircraft
Apprentice Scheme and after Furious Ernie served at Leuchars and then the RAF’s Technical Training School
for apprentices RAF Halton. Ernie arrived there on 11th February 1922, by now an LAC on the verge of
promotion to corporal.
LAC Harold Andrews joined the School of Technical Studies at Halton in 1924 for a three-year course and
qualified in 1927. He later recalled those days and the standards required: ‘the course I was on was a three
year engineering one with different specialisations such as riggers, electricians and armourers and I was an
aero-engine fitter (the same trade as Ernie Mayne). I was in the fourth entry at Halton, each of which
comprised six hundred apprentices. As well as the technical training there was an academic branch to the
school. We worked on half assembled old aircraft and mock ups to gain technical experience…... For most of the
first six weeks’ training I was working on a lump of cast iron with a hammer and chisel. I had, together with the
other apprentices, to chisel this into a hexagon and then file it up until it was smooth and absolutely precise.
Then we had to make a `female` hexagon to slide over the male hexagon in all twelve aspects. We were only
allowed one thousandth of an inch error. We used to hold it up and if you could see any light between the two it
meant it was over one thousandth of an inch. This was a very salutary baptism in the use of metal working tools.
The first few days produced many bruised hands and fingers. We also worked in the workshops learning about
internal combustion engines; we even had an engine from an old motorcycle. Here we learned all about petrol
engines, four and two-stroke cycles, and their design, servicing and repairs.’
By January 1923 Ernie was back at Leuchars but his stay was short as in February he was posted to Iraq where
he arrived in April, serving there on 70 Squadron. By mid-October 1924 Ernie returned to the UK for a four
year tour at various Engineering Depots including 1 Flying Training School on Salisbury Plain and 2 FTS at
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Duxford. Then from December 1928 another foreign tour began in India with 11 Squadron. On 29th December
the squadron and Ernie sailed from Southampton on the SS Nevessa for Risalpur. By April 1929 they became
part of No 2 (Indian) Wing for duty on the North West Frontier.
28th February 1932 brought good news for Ernie. He was to return home His duties took him back to Central
Flying School at Cranwell and in August 1933 he was posted to 23 Squadron, then in the middle of a move from
Kenley to Biggin Hill. The squadron had recently converted from Gamecocks to Bulldogs, both single seat
fighters, but they would soon be re-equipped with two seat Hawker Furies. In 1934 Ernie also spent time at
Hawkinge with another Fury squadron, No 25. In 1935, and having been promoted to Flight Sergeant, he was
transferred to a new and secret Demon Flight, shortly to
become 74 Squadron. Thus he became a founder member
of the Tigers when they reformed aboard ship bound for
Malta. He air tested their Hawker Demons (left) after they
had been unpacked in Malta and air tested them again when
they were reassembled at Sealand on the squadron’s return
to the UK in August 1936, ferrying many of the aircraft
down to their new base at Hornchurch.

Most of the 74 Squadron pilots were posted elsewhere on
arrival at Hornchurch but fortunately for the Tigers Ernie
Mayne stayed with them. He became Training and Safety
Officer. In the spring of 1937 the squadron began to convert
from the two seater Demon to the single seat Gloster
Gauntlet (right) and Ernie’s first flight on the type was on 9th
March. The Tigers were disappointed that they were not
allotted the RAF’s new fighter; the Gladiator, although Ernie did fly one before it was delivered across the
airfield to 54 Squadron. The Tigers however would soon get their own back over the teasing of 54 when in
February 1939 they became the envy of the other two Hornchurch squadrons as only the third unit in the RAF
to receive the new Spitfire.
Despite his age (39 and twice that of the average fighter pilot), Ernie was one of the Tigers’ most active pilots
from the very start of the war. John Freeborn commented that at this time and into the first months of the
war ‘Ernie filled a breach and carried out training with and took care of young pilots which was more the proper
duty of the two Flight Commanders, Malan and Treacy. Given the reluctance of Treacy and Malan to deal with
the new boys on the squadron it was a blessing that 74 had a Training and Safety Officer of the calibre of
Ernie Mayne. He had already logged an immense number of flying hours – probably more than the rest of the
squadron put together.’
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Ernie’s aircraft during the first months of the war was Spitfire Mk 1 K9871, an aircraft as resilient as its pilot,
for like Ernie it survived the war. He flew many convoy patrols in K9871 during the opening months of the
conflict and recorded his thoughts on this onerous work. ‘Convoy escort! It wasn’t so bad when you could find
the convoy. But there were bad days, even in that fine summer, and looking for ships in low cloud and rain and
damned great waves, green ones, just below you – well, all you could think of was your Mae West. Do you know,
we were supposed to wait until we were in the drink and then unscrew the nozzle and blow the thing up with our
own lungs and screw it up again! It’s fantastic to think how primitive our equipment was. After all, the whole
battle was fought with rifle calibre bullets. But the Spitfire and Merlin engine – they were superb. They were
what gave us confidence. You got in that cockpit and shut the canopy and you felt that you were in a fortress
and that nobody could get at you. You were much too busy and too tired to appreciate just how important the
fighting was. You just had a job to do and you did it. You lived on a razor’s edge. Most people could not sleep
soundly, you just couldn’t unwind. And it was a wonder that you had any digestive organs left. That kind of flying
is hard on your insides anyway and, as for regular meals, if you picked up the teapot there always seemed to be
a flap before you poured it out!’
Ernie flew many sorties over Northern France during the Battle of France and the Dunkirk evacuation. Over
Dunkirk on the morning of 26th May, on patrol in the Bourbouryville and Bergues area, he shared in the
probable destruction of an HS126. ‘I was flying No 3 to P/O Stephen. Upon receipt of the Tally Ho I dropped
into line astern and prepared to attack what I took to be a Henschel 126. The vertical markings on the fin made
me very cautious and I did not fire. The aircraft adopted enemy aircraft tactics and did not in any way try to
prove his identity. The action was over very quickly and I rejoined the Section.’
On the following day he was awarded a destroyed Me109 in a combat which took place over northern France. ‘I
was Blue 3 on patrol in the Dunkerque - Calais area. I received, by R/T, a message that a Me 109 was on my tail.
On looking I observed five Me 109s apparently preparing to half-roll into line astern, with the intent of
attacking the squadron formation from the rear. By this time Blue Section was line astern and turned hard to
port. I was close behind Blue 2 and suddenly I spotted a Me 109 cross my sights on the starboard side. I broke
away and tried a snap shot with a little deflection but was not satisfied so I closed to 50 yards and gave a
burst of approximately 400 rounds. By this time I was so close that I had to break away violently to avoid
collision. Blue 2 observed the engagement from above and confirmed the subsequent crash of the e/a.’
The 10th July 1940 is designated by British historians as the first day of the Battle of Britain and just twenty
years after flying Bristol Fighters, Ernie Mayne flew Spitfires in the Battle. Although there were other RFC
individuals still around, he was probably the only one, and certainly the oldest man, to fly Spitfires in action at
this time. The importance of Mayne’s role as `father figure` and mentor to the new and desperately
inexperienced newcomers cannot be overstated and in his history of the Tigers I Fear No Man, Douglas Tidy
also refers to his unshakeable qualities. ‘Who can say how many times the morale of a new lad, tensed up for his
first scramble, was strengthened by the sight of this magnificent broad-beamed old warrior, cheerfully getting
on with the job as a matter of routine, come hell or high water. If you followed that old bastard you wouldn’t go
far wrong!`
Ernie Mayne flew with the Tigers for an incredible five years and having shot down several aircraft was only
stopped from combat flying on medical grounds. His final day of combat was the famous 11th August. During the
day’s second encounter at about 1015 he was one of the few pilots to make contact with the enemy and scored
an Me 109 `probable` and one `damaged`. The Tigers’ third combat took place at 1145 off the coast at Clacton
in defence of Convoy Booty and involved an enemy formation of about 40 Me 110s. ‘I was Blue 2 when 74
Squadron was ordered to intercept e/a which were on their way to attack a convoy. The squadron flew in a
formation of three fours and the understanding was 1 & 3, 2 & 4 to fight together. On approaching the convoy,
Dysoe Leader gave the Tally Ho! Squadron turned to starboard and engaged e/a. I noticed one very close to the
sea so dived and attacked. On breaking away I noticed e/a port engine on fire. Blue 4 then attacked and states
he saw e/a crash into the sea. I attacked another e/a and am sure I damaged same by the way e/a disappeared
into cloud. I attacked another e/a and broke away to make for a cloud. Apparently the e/a got on my tail but
was dealt with by Blue 4.’
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Ernie`s final combat sortie was the Tigers’ fourth and final scramble of 11th August and his fighting career
ended while following Sailor Malan, last in a line of aircraft in a turn. ‘In the last fight of the day on 11th
August I got my lot. It was silly the way it happened, but then a lot of people finished up in silly ways. We were
flying over the French coast in line astern at 24,000 feet and Sailor made a tight turn and I had to turn even
tighter still. I blacked myself out and fell 20,000 ft before I came to. Then I couldn’t remember where I was.
But I saw three aeroplanes in formation so I thought I’d join them and they’d take me home. Well of course
they were Huns. I think that woke me up a bit. When I saw the crosses I had a shot at one, but then I thought
this is no place for you, you’d better bugger off. So I did and got home, but the falling hadn’t done my ears any
good. They felt as if they were standing out like balloons. So I finished up in hospital and that was that. It was
silly to black out like that but I suppose it was partly tiredness and, let’s face it, old age. It was a boy’s game
really.’
So ended the combat flying career of Warrant Officer Ernie
Mayne. During his time with the Tigers he had flown every
aircraft type with which it had been equipped since being
reformed: Hawker Demon, Gloster Gauntlet, Miles Magister,
Fairey Battle (held for conversion to Spitfires) and the
Supermarine Spitfire itself. By 11th August 1940 Ernie Mayne
had flown 2,000 hours on fighters. Despite his injuries Ernie’s
flying, although not in combat, continued virtually unabated and
he flew daily throughout the remaining days of August. Two days
after damaging his eardrums he was flying Spitfire ZP-T back to
Hornchurch and then on to RAF Hamble. On Tuesday 27th he
was giving `formation instruction` in his Spitfire and a couple of
days later was undertaking a long flight from Hornchurch to
Church Fenton and thence on to Turnhouse.
On 17th September Ernie Mayne was transferred away from the
Tigers, then at Coltishall, to the relative safety of 6
(subsequently 56) OTU at Sutton Bridge where, as an
Instructor, he flew Hurricanes, Masters and Harvards. Ernie
was commissioned in August 1941, followed by immediate
promotion to Flying Officer and then to Flight Lieutenant a year
later. He was awarded the Air Force Cross in June 1942. Ernie was posted back to RAF Manston as Gunnery
Officer in June 1945 when the European war was over but the Japanese were still to be defeated. His own war
was over however and on the 4th December 1945, twenty-eight years after joining the RFC; he retired from
the RAF.
Ernie Mayne died peacefully in his sleep on 21st March 1978.

Commercial Diving Hall of Fame
After leaving the
RAF, Tigers and good
friends Leslie Leaney
and Dave Ketcher
both eventually went
on
to
careers
involved with diving going down instead of
up! Dave and his wife
Ginette then moved
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into missionary work but Leslie stayed in diving and he was recently inducted into the Commercial Diving Hall of
Fame As he says: ‘an unusual journey from Coltishall to California.’ In the photo on page 7 Leslie stands on the
far left.
To put all this into context, Santa Barbara Maritime Museum in California
has long been the home of the Association of Diving Contractors
Commercial Diving Hall of Fame Award Trophy. The large wooden trophy
has the name of each inductee on a plaque that is attached to its base and
is topped by an authentic U.S. Navy Mark V helmet. In December 2017
several of the local pioneering divers, prior inductees in the Hall of Fame,
gathered to induct Leslie who is the co-founder of the Historical Diving
Society USA and founding trustee of the Santa Barbara museum. The
induction and presentation of the award was made by Association of Diving
Contractors International Executive Director, Phil Newsum, who said:
‘Leslie has been a positive presence in commercial diving for the last
quarter of a century……His work with the Santa Barbara Maritime Museum
has ensured that artefacts and diving equipment are still available for
public view, and that the divers who built these industries are not
forgotten.’
Left. Leslie is the middle of the three gents photographed here.

Highly Recommended
Thank you member Derek Brookes for recommending the following if you fancy a self-catering holiday in
Norfolk offered by RAFA who publish the following information:

The RAF Association offers self-catering holidays in our six holiday chalets in Hemsby near Great Yarmouth. Located
only a few hundred yards from a beautiful sandy beach, the chalets are available for members, serving and ex-RAF
personnel to book. The chalets make the perfect base, whether you want to explore the scenic Norfolk countryside, take
advantage of entertainment for all ages or simply relax. Each fully-equipped chalet can accommodate a maximum of four
people. Local amenities include three swimming pools, golf, boating, fishing on the Norfolk broads, horse-riding and
amusement arcades as well as shops, a market, restaurants and cafes.
For further information or to apply for a booking, please contact either the RAF Association Liaison Officer on your
station, your unit’s OC PMS or your branch Honorary Welfare Officer. For all other queries, please contact: Alex Watts,
Assistant Area Welfare Officer, The RAF Association, Atlas House, Wembley Rd, Leicester LE3 1UT
Tel: 0116 268 8782/1

John Loosemore remembers Biggin Hill
Association member John Loosemore, our most senior in fact at the age of
96, remembered his days at Biggin Hill when talking to his local newspaper as
part of an ‘I Was There’ article. He signed up in 1938 aged 16 and whilst
training war broke out and John and four friends were posted to Biggin Hill
and 74 Squadron in 1940. ‘We were one of the top stations to be targeted as
Goring was getting orders from Hitler to get rid of all the airfields,’ John
said. ‘One of the first things we had to do was find one of our crashed
planes. We found it, the pilot was dead. It was the first dead pilot I’d ever
seen. We had one rifle between us when we went on guard duty. ‘
John when he signed up and next page, at home today with a first day cover.
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‘I would strap pilots in sometimes before they flew
out and I would say good luck, and wave them off.
We didn’t shake hands though, and off they went. I
was friends with some pilots who went on raids but
didn’t come back and many of them never came
back. I have been back to Biggin Hill since and it
brings back memories, I get a bit weepy. It’s
emotional; we waved them off and they never came
back. They were brave young men.’
‘Daily life was tough, with the crew required to be
on call 24 hours a day, even when bombs were
dropping. ‘We had this bad air raid and had these
gas cylinders. Sarge said if they blow up we’ll all go
up, so the four of us had to carry them to a bunker.
There were bombs going off around us but we made
it. We had to go in the bunkers every time the
siren went off. We lived in quarters, six to a section. We had a mess hall and the food wasn’t too bad
considering the circumstances. They had this dried egg which was quite nice.’
Later in the war, in 1941, John was sent to Singapore and then Burma, where a crashing plane killed the man
next to him and severely wounded his own leg. While recovering many of his group were attacked and killed by
the Japanese, but John went on to recuperate in India and was discharged due to his injury.
‘I’m the last one left out of us five ground crew. I look back with pride; I was there.”

John’s collection of memorabilia.
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Ronald Bright
Ronald Bright died at the age of 19 in May 1918, flying over
France with 74 Squadron. Andy Coleman has recently
contributed a photo, Ronald’s last letter and a letter written on
his death to the family by Major Wilfred Ernest Young (one of
the 17 aces on 74 Squadron) to the following website.
http://www.oxfordhistory.org.uk/war/stmargaret/bright_ronald.html
For any member who doesn’t have internet access I have included
the photo and last letter here, courtesy of Judith Davison and
Andy and Jim Coleman, Ronald Bright's great-niece and greatnephews This is certainly of great interest to us as we are trying
to build up a picture of those who served with 74 during WWI beyond the familiar names of Mannock, Jones.
Caldwell etc.

74 Squadron, R.A.F. France 10.5.18
Dear Mr. Bright,
The C.O. has written to acquaint you with the sad news that your son is “missing” and I am writing to offer
you my most sincere sympathies and to describe, as far as possible, the fight over the German lines in which he
was last seen. I had better say straight away that I can offer no opinion as to what happened to him, but there
is certainly every possibility that he is a prisoner and unwounded.
We left the ground at 7.30 a.m. on the 8th in a formation of five machines – your son and myself, and three
other officers, Kiddie, Piggot and Stuart-Smith. At about 8.40 we were about five miles over the lines when a
formation of eight German machines (Fokker planes) came up from the south. As they were above us they
were able to attack first, and as soon as the leaders dived on Kiddie, the rear man of my formation, we all
turned round and engaged them. Your son was with me then, but after the general fight which ensued none of
our machines was near me. I then noticed three machines diving down some distance below to the East and, if
your son was in one of these, it is quite possible that he was forced to land through engine trouble and was
able to land under control. I am very sorry I cannot give you any fuller details of your son's part in the
engagement, but I was under a great disadvantage the whole time as, at the commencement of the fight, water
started pouring over my face from my radiator, and consequently I was unable to see very clearly what was
happening to my other machines. Another pilot, Stuart-Smith, is also missing from the same fight and we have
no news of him either.
I shall miss your son very much in the Flight, and his loss is felt very keenly by the whole squadron. We all
have every hope that he is unhurt and you may be sure that we shall let you know immediately we get any news
of him.
I have also recently been in touch with Becky Bishop who has
been writing the story of another World War One Tiger,
William Cairns, about whom we have very little in our archive.
Becky tells me he was born in Ireland and educated at Rugby
and Cambridge before serving with the Leinster Regiment in
the first half of the war. He transferred to the Royal Flying
Corps in 1916 and served with 19 Squadron until March 1918
when he transferred to 74 Squadron where he was in charge
of C flight until his death on May 31st. The only photo of
William is this one. He is on the left, as you look at it, of the
seated middle row.
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RAF Heritage Arts Trail - Celebrating the RAF Centenary.
As I hope that as many of you as possible will be visiting us in Norfolk for the reunion in March next year, I
thought it might be interesting to introduce you to some of Norfolk’s military aviation history. Describing the
Heritage Trail put together to celebrate RAF 100 seems an ideal way to do that.
Norfolk is home to many airfields used in both in WW1 and WWII. From 1915, the major threat was perceived
to be from Zeppelin raids, the first of which occurred on the night of 19th-20th January 1915. Two German
airships crossed the Norfolk coast between Cromer and Great Yarmouth at around 8pm. One headed southeast
towards Great Yarmouth whilst the other flew up the coast, dropping bombs at Sheringham, Brancaster,
Hunstanton and Heacham before attacking King’s Lynn, causing two fatalities. As a result of this threat, air
defence became a priority and airfields sprang up all over the country. The largest military aerodrome in the
area and indeed the UK, during WW1, was at Narborough. It covered an area of over 900 acres, close to the
present day airfield at Marham. The Royal Flying Corps used it as a training field for squadrons prior to
deployment in France. By the time it closed in 1919 the aerodrome had expanded dramatically with the
construction of six hangars and other facilities.
After the armistice in 1918 and the Treaty of Versailles, defence spending was cut drastically and it was not
until the mid-1920s that any expansion was begun again and in Norfolk this was at Bircham Newton where the
WW1 airfield was upgraded to a base for heavy bombers, albeit with no hard runways. Ten years later new
bomber bases were being built at Marham, Feltwell, Watton and West Raynham. Following the Munich
conference in 1938, the declaration of war in 1939 and the arrival of the Americans in 1942, expansion
continued apace until the Norfolk landscape was almost wall-to-wall airfields. At the end of the war there were
no fewer than 37 major military airfields in the county.
No. 42(F)) Squadron of the Air Training Corps, based in King’s Lynn, was awarded a Heritage Lottery Fund
grant in 2016 to work on a two year project to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the Royal Air Force,
focussing on the airfields of Norfolk and how they relate to the Royal Air Force. The young cadets researched
the types of aircraft that flew from them. And they made fibreglass model aircraft to attach to poles in the
area of each airfield with the help of BT Open Reach.
David and Lauren Griffiths, friends and neighbours of member Graham Clarke, decided they would track down
and photograph each of the models. Some are included over the next couple of pages. There are some
idiosyncratic camouflage schemes amongst them, explained by the fact it was an arts trail.
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At the site of each airfield, there was
explanatory notice about that airfield’s history.

an
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Photo Gallery
I am always very pleased to receive photographs from both members and those people who are simply
interested in the squadron. Here is a selection for this issue of Tiger News.
At the RAF Cosford air show this
year, classic aircraft from various
eras of the RAF were featured. One
of those was this Lightning F.6, owned
by the Cornish Aviation Heritage
Centre, painted in the colours of 74
Squadron as Wg Cdr Ken Goodwin’s
personal aircraft, which he flew in
Tengah. After Cosford the Lightning
was transported to the Lightning
Preservation Group at Bruntingthorpe
for display at the airfield’s Cold War
Jets open day at the end of August.
With thanks to Michelle Middleton.

Our very own David Jones (below) in
1961 (MoD photo).

Tiger Phantom FGR2s line up at Wattisham for the Queen’s Birthday
flypast. Nick Spiller.

Left. Taken just prior to Operation Hydraulic, the
deployment to Tengah, in 1967. Mike Chase via
Ian McBride.
Via Cal McLean.
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E Bay is often a good source for all things Tiger. Acquaintances of our
Vice President Boz Robinson, Rita and David Radford, found this
photograph which was being sold by a dealer in Iceland, of Fl Off Will
Jonas which appeared in the Daily Telegraph in May 1990.Ba
Rita and David are part of the ongoing campaign to stop the part
demolition of the iconic Grade 2 listed Biggin Hill Chapel, built by Sir
Winston Churchill in 1951 as a permanent memorial to the 454 fallen
airmen from Great Britain, the Dominions and Allied Countries - 'His
Boys' - who won the Battle of Britain and flew from Biggin Hill and
associated airfields throughout World War. If you’d like to support their
campaign visit –
https://you.38degrees.org.uk/petitions/protect-biggin-hill-st-george-sraf-chapel-of-remembrance

Royal

International Air Tattoo July 2018. Celebrating RAF 100.

The biggest celebration of RAF 100 this year was at RAF Fairford for the Air Tattoo. Big was the word. Over
300 aircraft from 43 air arms. And iconic aircraft old and new, The Cosseys (Bob, Angie and Tristan) decamped
to Gloucestershire to capture some of the key displays!
Mark is no
stranger
to
the
airshow
circuit.
He
and
Archie
Liggett were
the Phantom
display
crew
in 1992.

Tiger Mark Manwaring (above) is part of
the two man commentary team at Fairford.

The RAF 100 logo
could be seen on
many
of
the
participating
aircraft.

The Norwegian Tigers of 338 Skvadron
brought an F-16, peeping through the
biplane wings of an Estonian An-2.
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The show was big on formations depicting the history (BBMF left), the present (Typhoons right) and the
future (Lightning F-35B below) of the Royal Air Force.

Plus there was a huge static line up and the usual varied RIAT flying display (below).
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If I may crave your indulgence!

You might be interested in my latest book. Hal Crowe was OC 74 in 1935 when the squadron was flying
from Hal Far in Malta. Hal had a fascinating career before and after 74 and moreover he was a
committed photographer and left a unique record in pictures of that career. With the help of his son and
daughter in law, Michael and Audrey Crowe (who some of you may remember meeting at the reunion in
2014), I have told that story. Go to https://www.pen-and-sword.co.uk/An-Eye-in-the-SkyHardback/p/14746 to order a copy! Thank you.
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